CriES Workshop

Cross-lingual Expert Search - Bridging CLIR and Social Media

Thursday, 23. September 2010, 14:30 – 18:00

Workshop Program:

14:30  Introduction and Overview of the CriES Pilot Challenge.
       Philipp Sorg

15:00  HITS and Misses: Combining BM25 with HITS for Expert Search.
       Johannes Leveling and Gareth J. F. Jones

15:30  Identify Experts from a Domain of Interest.
       Adrian Iftene, Bogdan Luca, Georgiana Cărăuşu, and Madălina Merchez

16:00  Coffee Break

16:30  Multilingual Expert Search using Linked Open Data as Interlingual
       Representation.
       Daniel M. Herzig and Hristina Taneva

17:00  Invited talk (title to be announced).
       Krisztian Balog

17:50  Wrap up and final discussion.

We will organize an informal workshop dinner after the workshop. Place and
time will be announced at the workshop.

http://www.multipla-project.org/cries